
A clear guide to Girls’ Brigade England & Wales’ branding
and uniform - March 2015

What’s happening with GB England & Wales’ brand, logos and uniform?
The official GB England & Wales logo has been in flux for some time, and a number of 
adaptions have been made over the past few years as GB has sought to create a 
contemporary image for England & Wales that retains our well-loved parent crest, but 
sharpens our look for this generation.  

The trustees know that this has been unsettling for GB leaders in particular, and have acted 
to settle this matter to provide a clear, lasting way forward.

Last year the trustees took professional advice on our branding, to see how we could now 
make the best step possible to use our imagery well, and tighten the GB England & Wales 
look so that we’re consistent and easily identifiable. They listened to your feedback too! 
Comments you’ve made at events and on the phone to the Support Centre have helped 
shape the way forward – particularly about the GB logo.

As a result we now have a very clear approach to the GB England & Wales brand that will 
last. 

The starting place of our brand is our official 2015 GB England & Wales logo. 

This logo will always appear on our uniform and publicity materials as our leading GB 
brandmark. It will be used in conjunction with a limited range of officially approved GB 
England & Wales sub-brands. 

Our four sub-brands are the programme titles for our age-specific work, and we’ll now refer 
to these as our GB groups.

 Explorers (four to eights) are now known as n:vestigate groups 
 Juniors (seven to 11s) are now known as n:gage groups
 Seniors (10 to 14s) are now known as n:counta groups
 Brigaders (13 to 18s) are now known as n:spire groups.

What does this ‘branding’ mean for our uniform?
We have a great brand look, and so we will wear it!

To really emphasise the way GB works among various age groups, the GB uniform for girls, 
boys and young people will always now show the official 2015 logo and the relevant age 
group sub-brand.  

This is a great way to tie in with the look of our specific programmes materials and the 
awards that are achieved along the way. It means that in future all the children and young 
people will clearly identify with the group they belong to, and still understand that they’re 
part of the wider GB network.

So, what is the 2015 uniform?
All uniform tops will have white branding, to emphasis the clothing colour and the GB brand,
without looking messy and over-coloured. 

1. Navy or black trousers/skirts - the only items not supplied by GB Trading. 
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2. Poloshirts – each age group will have its own colour! The colour is intentionally tied in to 
key colours used in the age-specific programme resources and relevant badges:

 Red for n:vestigate 
 Blue for n:gage 
 Jade for n:counta 
 Purple for n:spire. 

They will have GB’s official logo on the front and the relevant programme logo on the 
reverse. 

Boys will have navy poloshirts with an unworded GB logo on the front and the programme 
logo on the reverse. 

     

Female leaders 

 Any of the four colours poloshirts. These will have the GB logo on the front but a 
blank reverse (all leaders are commissioned to lead across all Girls' Brigade groups). 

 Fitted blouse in blue or white. This will have the GB logo on the front.

Male leaders will have navy poloshirts with the unworded logo on the front and a blank 
reverse.

3. Choose from a range of navy outerwear items

Children and young people:
 V-neck sweatshirt 
 Full-zip fleece top
 Hoody. 
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All will have GB’s official logo on the front, and a specific age group on the back. 

                 

Awards bag – and awards.

Leaders - outerwear as above, or:

 Navy zip jacket - including GB’s official logo on the front
 GB suit.

Metal badges to distinguish leader roles, Service Awards, Queen’s Award, DofE Gold Award.

A navy waterproof coat will also be available for girls and leaders – more details to follow.
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What’s the timescale for adopting the 2015 uniform?
 The 2015 uniform will be available from 5 May 2015, via our new webshop. 

 All GB members are required to be wearing only the 2015 uniform by 31 December 
2017. This is so that we have a clear, one uniform look right from the start of GB’s 
125th year! 

 Current uniform (the 2012-15 range) will be available to order up to 14 December 
2015. From that point on only the 2015 uniform will be supplied (although a few pre-
2015 items may be available until all stock is gone – check out the webshop ‘last 
chance to buy’ zone towards the end of the year).

What should we do with our old uniform?
We’re working on a handy guide giving you suggestions of what to do with your old uniform 
and this will be available on our website soon. Look out for it being promoted in a 
forthcoming email.

Please note that ANY versions of uniform that pre-date the 2012-15 range are out of date 
and incorrect. Members of GB should be wearing CURRENT (2012-15) or NEW (2015) 
uniform as supplied by Girls' Brigade Trading.

What are the new uniform prices?

Girls’ poloshirts

n:vestigate red poloshirt - £13.15 for five to six years (GBU18226), seven to eight years 
(GBU18228), and nine to 10 years (GBU18230).

n:gage turquoise poloshirt - £13.15 for seven to eight years (GBU15128), nine to 10 years 
(GBU15130), and 11 to 12 years (GBU15132).

n:counta jade poloshirt - £13.15 for 11 to 12 years (GBU18432) and 13 years (GBU18434). 
£16.95 for small (36”) (GBU18436), and medium (39”) (GBU18440).

n:spire purple poloshirt - £16.95 for extra-small (34/36”) (GBU16236), small (36/38”) 
(GBU16238), medium (38/40”) (GBU16240), large (40/42”) (GBU16242), and extra-large 
(42/44”) (GBU16244).

Leaders’ poloshirts

Red poloshirt - £16.95 for small (36”) (GBU18136), medium (39”) (GBU18140), large (43”) 
(GBU18142), extra-large (47”) (GBU18144), and extra-extra-large (51”) (GBU18146).

Turquoise poloshirt - £16.95 for small (36”) (GBU15036), medium (39”) (GBU15040), large 
(43”) (GBU15042), extra-large (47”) (GBU15044), and extra-extra-large (51”) (GBU15046).
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Jade poloshirt - £16.95 for small (36”) (GBU18336), medium (39”) (GBU18340), large (43”) 
(GBU18342), extra-large (47”) (GBU18344), and extra-extra-large (51”) (GBU18346).

Purple poloshirt - £16.95 for extra-small (34/36”) (GBU16136), small (36/38”) (GBU16138), 
medium (38/40”) (GBU16140), large (40/42”) (GBU16142), extra-large (42/44”) (GBU16144),
and extra-extra-large (44/46”) (GBU16146).

Girls’ over-garments

n:vestigate navy hoody - £14.95 for five to six years (26/28”) (GBU19428), seven to eight 
years (30”) (GBU19430), and nine to 11 years (32”) (GBU19432).

n:vestigate navy fleece (full zip) - £16.95 for five to six years (25/28”) (GBU15528), seven to 
eight years (28/30”) (GBU15530), and nine to 11 years (30/32”) (GBU15532).

n:vestigate v-neck navy sweatshirt - £14.95 for five to six years (GBU27426), seven to eight 
years (GBU27428), and nine to 11 years (GBU27430).

n:gage navy hoody - £14.95 for seven to eight years (30”) (GBU19630), nine to 11 years 
(32”) (GBU19632), and 12 to 13 years (34”) (GBU19634).

n:gage navy fleece (full zip) - £16.95 for seven to eight years (28/30”) (GBU15630), nine to 
10 years (30/32”) (GBU15632), and 11 to 12 years (32/34”) (GBU15634).

n:gage v-neck navy sweatshirt - £14.95 for seven to eight years (GBU27528), nine to 10 
years (GBU27530), and 11 to 12 years (GBU27532).

n:counta navy hoody - £14.95 for 12 to 13 years (34”) (GBU19734). £20.50 for small 
(GBU19736), and medium (GBU19740).

n:counta navy fleece (full zip) - £16.95 for 11 to 12 years (32/34”) (GBU15734). £23.50 for 
extra-small (34/36”) (GBU15736), small (36/38”) (GBU15738), and medium (38/40”) 
(GBU15740).

n:counta v-neck navy sweatshirt - £14.95 for 11 to 12 years (GBU27632), and 13 years 
(GBU27634). £20.50 for small (GBU27636), and medium (GBU27639).

n:spire navy hoody - £14.95 for 12 to 13 years (34”) (GBU19834). £20.50 for small 
(GBU19836), medium (GBU19840), large (GBU19842), and extra-extra-large (GBU19844).

n:spire navy fleece (full zip) - £23.50 for extra-small (34/36”) (GBU15836), small (36/38”) 
(GBU15838), medium (38/40”) (GBU15840), large (40/42”) (GBU15842), and extra-large 
(42/44”) (GBU15844).

n:spire v-neck navy sweatshirt - £14.95 for 13 years (GBU27734). £20.50 for small 
(GBU27736), medium (GBU27739), large (GBU27743), and extra-large (GBU27747).
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Leaders’ over-garments

Navy hoody - £20.50 for small (GBU19336), medium (GBU19340), large (GBU19342), extra-
large (GBU19344), and extra-extra-large (GBU19346).

Navy fleece (full zip) - £23.50 for extra-small (34/36”) (GBU15436), small (36/38”) 
(GBU15438), medium (38/40”) (GBU15440), large (40/42”) (GBU15442), extra-large (42/44”)
(GBU15444), extra-extra-large (44/46”) (GBU15446), extra-extra-extra-large (46/48”) 
(GBU15448), and extra-extra-extra-extra-large (48/50”) (GBU15450).

Navy v-neck sweatshirt - £20.50 for small (GBU27336), medium (GBU27339), large 
(GBU27343), extra-large (GBU27347), and extra-extra-large (GBU27351). 

In addition to these items, we’ll offer a bespoke service for leaders’ suits and navy 
poloshirts/over-garments for boys in trust members and male leaders. Details for all other 
2015 clothing items are available on GB Trading’s website.

MARCH 2015
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